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REPORT by Milisav Milinkovic 

 

I DAY 

1. Welcoming speech and presentation of the staff/organizers/leaders, technical things 

related to hotel rules and environment 

2. Getting to know each other’s  

- name and surname +country +experience in youth in action programme and engagement 

in their own organizations 

- Center of Europe – Participants are positioned on the geographical location of the country 

of origin as well as the position of neighboring countries. After positioning the participants 

need to tell us how long they traveled until they came to Vrnjacka Banja and what did they 

discover as the most interesting thing that has happened to them on that journey. 

 

 

II DAY  

1. Name game: Name + gesture/movement = 3x reversal in whole group; Each participant had 

to say their name and do some movement. Other participants repeat the movement three 

times 

2. Human Bingo Game - Each participant had received the Card with different statements 

which should be identified with some participants in the group. 

3. Ball Name Game - before you toss the ball to someone has to say his name. Slowly add 

another, and another ball 

4. Toilet Paper Game = how many list of papers are taken such sentences about yourself have 

to be presented to the group.  

5. Speed game - question for speed dating was : “What I have studied/am studying and what 

is my current job”,  “What are my hobbies”,  “What is my favorite kind of music”, “What is 

my favorite film” …. 

6. Drawing portraits  



7. Secret Friend Game and its Explanation 

8. Presentations of the programme of YE 

9.  Expectations, Fears and Contribution through Art Exhibition (Socks, T-shirt, Underwear) 

10.  Group Agreement 

11.  City Game/ Team building activity - In the afternoon the participants had the opportunity 

to explore Vrnjacka Banja. This game is awakened and competitive spirit among 

participants. Participants were divided into several groups. They had 11 tasks. 

City game is the perfect opportunity to developing team spirit among participants, and at 

the same time learn something about the city where they are located.  

12.  Reflection Group Rules and settings 

13.  Intercultural evening - Presentation of the cultures of the first group of countries 

represented in the YE. Traditional costumes, dances, games, food and small PPT were 

presented by the participants, in a presentation structured as a cultural fair. 

III DAY  

This day was dedicated to prejudice/stereotypes and cultural awareness 

1. Theoretically input by leaders 
2. Prejudice - Participants were divided into groups. They worked flipchart on the topic on 

prejudice; to whom we are prejudiced; what leads to prejudice; what is the result of 
prejudice; ...  

3. Presentation of group work and discussion in plenum 
4. Stereotypes - Stereotypes to other countries and nations – Work in the group 
5. Presentation of group work and discussion in plenum 
6. “THE DERDIANS” - This game is a simulation of a meeting of two cultures. Find the key to 

foreign cultural behavior, analyze the effects of meeting with a foreign culture. A team of 
engineers goes to another country in order to teach the people there how to build a bridge. 
Since the group was big, we worked with two parallel groups. 
The exercise consisted of several steps. 
First, participants were assigned roles. 6 participants were selected to be an engineer, 2 to 
be observers and others were Derdians. Groups were first worked in separate areas. 
Engineers have tasked to learn Derdians how to make a bridge. 
They got a pre-prepared instructions for the engineers. They described the situation of 
stained, which is their task, how to behave. First, they should carefully read the instructions 
and make a decision on how to build the bridge. After some time, two members of their 
team had a chance to leave and for 3 minutes make the first contact with the village in 
Derdia where will be built the bridge (eg, to get acquainted with the conditions for the 
construction, meet Derdians etc). After this, they had 10 minutes to analyze their report 
and complete preparation. 
After this period, a complete team of engineers went in Derdia to learn Derdians how to 
build the bridge. 



Derderians are also instructed about their situation . How do they act towards strangers , 
which are the rules of conduct in their culture , in what way is welcome to express YES / NO 
, how they behave at work. During the meeting with the engineers were to behave as 
instructed by the findings . 
Observers were there to monitor the meeting and later the construction of the bridge. 
Their observations were very interesting. With the first meeting of engineers returned the 
lost . They wanted to terminate the contract . Were surprised by the situation in which they 
find themselves. During the meetings and visits have failed to agree on anything . 
But when they get a letter from the Director General of the company they work for decided 
to try anyway . Since it could not be all that preparation and there ensembles bridge was a 
challenge to figure out how the size Derderians teach yourself how to build a bridge . On 
the other hand Derderians are increasingly emoted and develop their roles. 
Pre-arranged plan they have returned to Derderiju . It was a real challenge. Quite frustrated 
in the end somehow with Derderians managed to build a bridge. 
After the game the two groups of participants take a piece of flipchart and note their 
comments to the following three points:  

1) facts about another culture. 
2) feelings that were raised in the meeting with the other culture. 
3) interpretation - the interpretation of other cultures. 
We then discussed in plenary on the following: 
• We have a tendency to think that others think the way we do. 
• We often interpret things right away, without being aware of the differences in 
cultural behavior. 
• How were the roles distributed/What role did I take? What does that reveal of my 
identity? Did I feel comfortable with my role? 
• Is that image I have the same that was perceived by the others? 
• What influence did my cultural background have on the role I took on? 

7. Discussion in plenum 
8. Intercultural evening - Presentation of the cultures of the first group of countries 

represented in the YE. Traditional costumes, dances, games, food and small PPT were 
presented by the participants, in a presentation structured as a cultural fair. 

 

 

IV DAY 

1. Check in 

2. Energizer 

3. Veil Ban Role Play Exercise – ‘’Ban a veil in educational system’’  

4. Theory input about discrimination and  marginalization minority and migrant youth 

5. Making a short film, the screening of short films/videos made on subject of discrimination 

and social exclusion 



6. Create ideas for the Films, Shooting, Editing and Finalizing in small groups 

7. Intercultural evening 

 

V DAY 

1. Check in 

2. Energizer 

3. EXCLUSION/INCLUSION is… Activity 

On the flip-chart is written ‘’Exclusion is… (Being excluded is …)’’ and another one 

‘’Inclusion is … (Being included is…)’’. Participants should write all associations which they 

have related to EXCLUSION/INCLUSION on small pieces of paper and after that divide them 

into two pillars in working room. In addition, participants were asked to approach both 

pillars and read out all of them. In the second phase, participants should have taken 3-4 

papers according to the own opinions and good definition related to Exclusion/Inclusion. In 

the third phase, participants get into small groups and discuss about their words, opinions 

and making group conclusions. 

4. Theory input about Exclusion and inclusion – PPT 

5. Differences among exclusion, segregation, integration and inclusion 

6. Videos about social inclusion and concept of it 

7. Working in national groups: Research and find out statistics related to social excluded 

groups: migrants, Emigrants, refugees, LGBTQ, People with disability, Roma people, ethnical 

minorities, etc. 

8. Presentations and plenum discussion 

 

VI DAY 

 

1. Step forward and discussion about inequality in our society 

2. Working in small groups: Youth in Action Programme 

3. PPT presentation of the key web sites and portal related to field YOUTH and Youth in Action 

Programme 

4. Presentations project’s screening all Films/videos of participants 

5. Discussions about videos and conclusions 

6. Work in small groups: 

 Define what is social activism and its purpose 

 Define what is youth activism and its purpose 

 Tools for social changes 

 Examples of social activism in our communities 



7. Brainstorming: Performance 

8. Theory input about art performance and social activism 

9.  ‘’The artist is present’’- documentary movie about one of the famous performer in the 

world, Marina Abramovic 

 

VII DAY 

 

ggg 

 

VIII DAY 

 

1. Columbian Hypnosis 

2. Lifting each other’s game – TRUST game 

3. Drama tools: Mirror game in pairs 

4. Group statues (themes: tunnel, cave, giraffe, peace, freedom, youth, inclusion, etc.) 

5. Working in small groups: Role play and performance tools: 

 Theme 1: Birth  

 Theme 2: love 

 Theme 3: Friendship 

 Theme 4: Peace 

 Theme 5: Power 

6. Presentations scenes and discussion in whole group 

7. Picking up the main problems of social exclusion through ranking problems with 

‘’Diamante ranking tool’’ 

8. FREE AFTERNOON 

 

IX DAY 

1. Modeling/Sculptors activity: hate, angry, sadness, fear, exclusion, prejudice, 

sterotypes, discrimination, pressure, loneliness, etc. 

2. Working in 5 groups on creating scenes:  

Group Theme Technique 

1. Prejudice Pantomime 

2. Exclusion Slow motion 

3. Diversity Dancing 



4. Fear Drama 

5. Pressure Image statues 

 

3. Presentations all groups and discussion with conclusions 

4. Flash mob presentations and collective lessons of practice it for performance 

5. Preparing the performance: Reversal all scenes and  choosing the music and other 

supportive equipment 

6. Taking responsibilities and sharing the duties related to performing in framework 

International Carnival in Vrnjacka Banja 2013. 

7. Celebrating the birthdays of two participants in Ethno restaurant ‘’Ognjiste’’ 

 

X DAY 

 

1. Preparing the performance: Reversal all scenes – Feedbacks and Improvements  

2. Visiting the place where the performance was held 

3. Distribution of T-shirts with motives of the project 

4. Delivering the performance on stage in Center of Vrnjacka Banja in framework of 

official program of Carnival in Vrnjacka Banja. 

5. Feedbacks, thoughts and feelings related to performance 

6. Farewell party 

 

XI DAY 

 

1. Evaluation of the project and performance  

2. Distribution of Youthpass certificates  

3. Closure and final check out 

4. Departure of participants 

 

 

 

 

 


